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Following approval of Lupkynis on January 22, partial first 
quarter sales were $0.9 MM. Bloom Burton had not previously 
published quarterly estimates, however, 1Q-2021 consensus 
was $3.0 MM (range: $0.4 to $3.5 MM). 
 
$2.1 MM is a sizable shortfall, however, Aurinia is too early in 
the launch of Lupkynis to draw conclusions regarding peak 
sales (we continue to forecast $1.1 B by 2025 based on 20% 
penetration). Also, COVID-19 is a confounding factor for the 
launch, and AURORA 2-year extension results, which we 
expect will further differentiate Lupkynis, are expected within 
12 months - see previous Bloom Burton note (link) which 
highlights multiple near-term clinical and preclinical 
opportunities to further differentiate Lupkynis on key metrics 
(more upside than downside, in our view). 
 
In the meantime, according to management, 20 MM U.S. lives 
are insured based on specific coverage policies and another 
80 MM have carriers that will reimburse Lupkynis treatment 
through a non-formulary request process, with many 
expected to have specific policies in development. 
Additionally, the company reports that it has not had any 
payers exclude Lupkynis from their formularies. 
 
>250 patient start forms (representing annual net revenues of 
$16.3 MM) had been received by Aurinia by the end of 1Q, and 
momentum is continuing. Of the start forms, approximately 
40% have converted to on-therapy, with others expected to 
onboard as non-formulary requests are processed and 
coverage expands.   
 
Our base case outlined above (20% penetration; $1.1 B 5th 
year sales) and supported by preclinical and clinical data to 
date, assumes that Lupkynis is less diabetogenic vs 
tacrolimus and less nephrotoxic vs tacrolimus and 
cyclosporine (both first generation calcineurin inhibitors).     
 
If AURORA 2 shows that Lupkynis is nephrotoxic over long 
term use in a large number of patients, we believe it will still 
be used as a rapid short term (6-12 month) agent for treating 
for lupus nephritis flares, with peak sales of $535 MM 
(supports a downside 12-month target of $11.40 per share).  
 
We have reduced our near term sales forecasts mainly due to 
COVID-19. However, with a base case target valuation of 
$23.00 per share (4.0x 5th year sales, discounted 3 years @ 
12%), and a downside of $11.40, we are upgrading our rating 
on AUPH shares to BUY (Speculative risk).        
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Rating: BUY (was ACCUMULATE) 

Risk: Speculative 

12 Month Price Target:  US$23.00 

 
Price US$12.34 

Implied Return 86.4% 

Fiscal Year End 31-Dec 

52 Week Range $11.60-$20.50 

Shares Outstanding (MM) 126.6 

Market Cap. (MM) US$1,581.0 

Cash per share US$2.72 

Avg. Daily Volume (MM) 3.25 

 
 

(US$MM, except EPS) 2019A 2020A* 2021E 2022E 

Total Revenue (MM) $0.3 $50.1 $54.0 $231.5 

previous nc nc $69.3 $251.8 

Cash + STI (MM) $306.0 $398.3 $251.5 $272.7 

*2020 revenues include Otsuka upfront payment of $50 MM 
 
 
 

2021 1QA 2QE 3QE 4QE 

Revenue (MM) $0.9 $3.7 $17.7 $31.7 

 

 

 

 
 
 
This report is priced as of prior trading day’s close. All values in US$, except stock 
chart and unless otherwise noted. 
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http://email.bloomburton.streetcontxt.net/platform/al?url=http://www.bloomburton.com/research/AUPH20190613.pdf&a=2502747&ad=144747266&sig=P2dDaeVBdWURSVBEj-fIg59tq68
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This Research Report is issued and approved for distribution by Bloom Burton Securities Inc. (“Bloom Burton”), a member of 

the Investment Industry Regulatory Organization of Canada.  

 

This Research Report is provided for informational purposes only and is not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer to buy 

any of the securities discussed herein in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation would be prohibited. The securities 

mentioned in this Research Report may not be suitable for all types of investors. This Research Report does not take into 

account the investment objectives, financial situation or specific needs of any particular investor. Recipients of this Research 

Report should not rely solely on the investment recommendations contained herein and should contact their own professional 

advisors to determine if an investment is suitable for them.  

 

The information contained in this Research Report is prepared from sources believed to be reliable but Bloom Burton makes 

no representations or warranties, express or implied, with respect to the accuracy, correctness or completeness of such 

information. All opinions and estimates contained in this Research Report constitute Bloom Burton's judgment as of the date 

of this Research Report and are subject to change without notice. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of future 

results and no representation or warranty is made regarding future performance of the securities mentioned in this Research 

Report. Bloom Burton accepts no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss arising from any use or reliance on 

this Research Report or the information contained herein. This Research Report may not be reproduced, distributed or 

published, in whole or in part, without the express permission of Bloom Burton.  

 

This Research Report is intended for distribution in the United States only to major U.S. institutional investors (as such term is 

defined in Rule 15a-6 of the U.S. Securities Exchange Commission) and is not intended for the distribution to or the use by any 

person or entity that is not a major U.S. institutional investor. Bloom Burton analysts are not registered and/or qualified as 

research analysts with FINRA and/or the New York Stock Exchange. Any U.S. Person wishing to effect transactions in any of 

the securities discussed herein should do so through a qualified salesperson at a U.S. registered broker-dealer.  

 

The research analyst(s) for this Research Report is compensated based in part on the overall revenues of Bloom Burton, a 

portion of which are generated by investment banking activities. Research analysts do not receive compensation based upon 

revenues from specific investment banking transactions. Bloom Burton may have had, or seek to have, an investment banking 

relationship with companies mentioned in this report. In addition to 1% ownership positions in covered issuers which must be 

specifically disclosed, Bloom Burton, or its affiliates and their respective officers, directors and employees may from time to 

time acquire, hold or sell securities mentioned herein or have a position in options, futures or other derivative instruments 

based thereon. Although Bloom Burton makes every effort possible to avoid conflicts of interest, readers should assume that a 

conflict might exist, and therefore not rely solely on this Research Report when evaluating whether or not to buy or sell the 

securities of subject companies.  

 
Bloom Burton presently maintains an e-mail list of persons, who have previously expressed an interest in receiving our 

research, or whom Bloom Burton has identified as having a potential interest in investments relating to the healthcare industry. 

All research materials including updates and changes to previous rankings are disseminated to these parties and to third party 

news sources via e-mail. Staff is prohibited from calling or otherwise providing any person with advance notice of research 

materials.  

 

Each research analyst who authored this Research Report and whose name appears herein certifies that: (i) the 

recommendations and opinions expressed in this Research Report (including the rating assigned) accurately reflects his or her 

personal views about any and all of the securities or companies discussed herein; and (ii) no part of his or her compensation 

was, is or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the provision of specific recommendation or views expressed herein. 

 

Company Specific Disclosures  
 

1. Bloom Burton & Co. or its affiliates have provided investment banking advisory services for Aurinia Pharmaceuticals 

Inc. during the 12 months preceding the date of issuance of the research report or recommendation.  

  

2. The research analyst has visited the material operations of Aurinia Pharmaceuticals Inc. Aurinia did not pay all or a 
portion of the travel expenses associated with the site visit. 
 

3. The research analyst responsible for the report or recommendation or any individuals directly involved in the 

preparation of the report hold or are short the securities of Aurinia Pharmaceuticals Inc., directly or through 

derivatives. 
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4. The research analyst responsible for this report or recommendation may hold securities discussed in the report 

indirectly through Bloom Burton Canadian Healthcare Fund, LP which is indirectly affiliated with Bloom Burton & 

Co.  
 

Recommendations and Risk Rankings  
 
Each company on which Bloom Burton provides research coverage is assigned a recommendation and risk ranking, as set out 

below:  

 

 
 

Distribution of Ratings as of May 2021  
 

 

Rating Number Percentage 

 

Buy 
 

18 78% 

Accumulate 3 13% 
 

Hold 
 

1 4% 

Sell 1 4% 

 

Total 
 

23 100% 

 

Recommendation Categories  

Buy Expected to materially outperform the sector average over the next 12 months. 

Accumulate Expected to outperform the sector average over the next 12 months or longer.  

Hold Expected to perform similar to the sector average over the next 12 months. 

Sell Expected to materially underperform the sector average over the next 12 months 

 
Risk Rankings 

 

Average – Volatility and risk expected to be comparable to the broader market; revenue and earnings have 

predictability; no significant cash flow and/or financing concerns over next 12 months Expected to outperform the 

sector average over the next 12 months or longer.  

Above Average – Volatility and risk expected to be greater than for the broader market; below average revenue and 

earnings predictability; may have negative cash flow, low market cap or float. Stock may not be suitable for all classes 

of equity investors.  

Speculative – High volatility and risk expected; potential for balance sheet concerns, low public float. Stock may be 

suitable for only a small subset of equity investors willing to take on the risks of a high risk investment of equity 

investors.  

 

 


